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Memorizing answers is hard -- and boring. Learning is easy! If you've made the decision to

open up your ham radio world by going for the Extra Class License, great! The latest edition of

the Extra class exam is certainly challenging. The question bank includes over 600 questions,

some 25% of which are new or revised since the last edition.The Fast Track to Your Extra

Class Ham Radio License explains the reasoning and technology behind each correct answer

on the exam so you'll understand and remember the subject matter. It's a complete learning

system; books, audio, and the fasttrack.com web site with custom-made practice exams that

integrate with the chapters in the book and audiobook. There are also teaching videos on the

site.Created by an experienced ham and adult educator, it's like having your own, patient,

experienced, good-humored mentor for the exam. (One reason Michael is a frequent presenter

at major ham conventions.)To get your Extra Class license you must pass a multiple-choice

test. The Extra license test consists of 50 questions drawn from a pool of 621. Memorizing the

answers to 621 disconnected questions is difficult, but The Fast Track makes getting your

upgrade easier by explaining the logic behind each correct answer.It's simple: When you

understand the material, and you have a context for the material, you remember the answers

and pass the test. We might even have a little fun along the way. (This may be the only amateur

radio book to teach an astronomical concept with a nacho cheese analogy.)Includes every

possible question and every answerCorrect answers clearly marked in boldPrecise instructions

for how to locate a testing session, how to prepare, and even what to bring -- and what not to

bring -- to the test.All technical topics explained in clear, plain language. The Kindle and print

editions include over 250 illustrations to support your learning.Step-by-step instructions to

solve all the math problemsTest-taking strategiesHints to easily solve many questions and

avoid the traps in the testWritten in "learning order", not just the order of the official question

bank, which is only a "warehouse" of questions and was never designed to teach anyone

anything.Chapter summaries drive home the exam-conquering points to remember from each

chapter.Complete subject and question index (print edition).Incorporates the exclusive Fast

Track study plan. We don't just present the material, we teach you the most effective way to

learn it and we provide the tools to implement it.Covers questions that will be used until July 1,

2024.



The Fast Track to Your Extra Class Ham Radio License covers what, the fast track to your

general class ham radio license, the fast track to your extra class ham radio license, how many

questions are on the extra ham radio test, how many extra class hams are there, how hard is

the ham radio extra exam, what is the fast track limit, what is fast track express, what is fast

track in school
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ARRL Ham Radio License Manual, The ARRL Operating Manual for Radio Amateurs; Volume

1 and 2, Pass Your Amateur Radio General Class Test - The Easy Way: 2019-2023 Edition

(EasyWayHamBooks Book 4), Ham Radio For Dummies, Ham Radio for the New Ham: What

to Do the Minute You Get Your Amateur Radio License, Quick, Practical Guide to DOING Ham

Radio: Everything You Need to Know to Get Licensed and Operating!, Technician Class

2018-2022: Pass Your Amateur Radio Technician Class Test - The Easy Way
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Gob Hoblin, “Errata. I just finished my first time through and scored 43/50 and 42/50 on two

practice tests, both are passing scores (37 or better is passing) but I will study a little more to

give me more confidence on the day of the exam.Here are what I believe to be errors in the

material:E3C09, the audiobook says the answer is C but the Kindle book says B.E4C06, the

mathematical formulas in the Kindle book don't look right.E4C08 (C) but the answer for D is in

bold.E4C12, I think 8 bits sample width described in the example is 24 dB, not 48 (8 doublings

x 3 dB per doubling).E6C09, I don't believe a ROM chip described in the example qualifies as a

Programmable Logic Device (PLD). A PLD would be something like a CPLD or FPGA.E6E01,

another source says the answer is "higher electron mobility."”

Greek Geek, “An incredible way to pass your Extra!. Michael Brunette does not need an

introduction, but I thought I would drop a couple of words to say how wonderful this book is.

First, you learn a lot, or if you missed something in your education and training toward the

Extra License, Brunette will remind you. Second, if you read this book, you do not need to

memorize anything for your test. Everything is explained in great detail and in such a wonderful

way, that everything just syncs in without effort. And, third, the accompanying website is

probably, no, DEFINITELY, the best website I have come across to practice exams. The whole

package is perfect!I am sorry I did not come across Brunette's books when I was studying for

my General.”



P. Bucy, “Gold Standard for Ham Radio Exam Study. There are plenty of books that will help

you memorize the answers for the Extra Exam, but none of them are as good as Michael

Brunette's FAST TRACK book if you really what to learn something about HAM radio. The book

is an easy read and Michael does a good job of explaining each and every topic. I was ready to

take the Extra exam when the Covid-19 shutdowns hit and could find no one giving the exam. I

order the new book for the July 1, 2020, to June 30, 2024, testing period. The new exam

question pool is smaller this time.You can't go wrong with this book. KD4CQZ”

Quackers, “The most painless way to study for amateur radio. I bought this book on Kindle,

then also got the Audible version. I want to thank the author for ths understandable, relaxed

informative guide for the Extra exam. I have the the ARRL manual and wound up putting off the

exam last spring due to COVID. I found this Fast Track guide to be much easier and to the point

than the ARRL guide. Most hams do not have a calculus or trig background, and confronting

them with pages of derivatives and integrals as the ARRL guide does will scare the majority of

them away. The only change I would make would be to have an index in the back to make it

easier to refer back and refresh my memory. The author responded to an email from me and

pointed out that Kindle has a search function, which I had forgotten. After using the guide and

accompanying website,as well as his numerous youtube videos, I was able to walk into the

testing center, fill out the required documentation, complete the Extra exam and turn it in. Total

elapsed time: 12 minutes. Score: 100%.Mr. Burnette's method of reviewing previous chapters

along with each new chapter, combined with the progress checks as well as the availability of

the sub-chapter quizzes enables the student to feel confident that when they take the exam,

they are going to pass it.I am currently reading The Fast Track to Unterstanding Ham Radio

Propagation, and am enjoying it due to the author's easy and relaxed style.”

M Coelho, “Best book for getting your Amateur Extra!. They way the format works on this series

is that you just don't get the answers, you get an explanation on the subject and in that way,

you can derive the correct answer when you take the test. It also gives you a level of

understanding on the subject. I don't like the learning formats that just give you the question

and then the correct answer. I have used the fast track series exclusively and was able to get

100% on all the answers for each exam, Technician, General and Amateur Extra. Well done

AF7KB!”

Mr. Bill, “Helped Me Score 100%. These Fast Track books (and the audiobooks) are just SO

GOOD. Want to understand the material for the exams, and not just memorize? This is the

book for you. And the matching Audiobook is SO GOOD - the author’s sense of humor makes

this learning so enjoyable!Keep in mind the author developed this course using advanced

learning techniques. You WILL pick up the expertise. Has an accompanying web site with

practice exams that match the chapters. Helped me breeze through my Amateur Extra exam

with only three weeks of focused study. Well worth the investment!”

Rory D., “This System Worked For Me. Lets face it, Ham licensing is really about passing the

test not really learning about the hobby. Evenso, the Fast Track books really helped me gain a

much better understanding about the various components of the different licenses. These

books provide a structured approach to each technological area in a way that I could

understand and that was interesting. I used the books suggested online resources to reinforce

what I learned in the book. It worked for me. I took the test and only missed three questions. I

recommend you follow the study plan laid out in the book. Use the suggested resources. This



book worked for me and my style of learning.”

The book by Michael Burnette has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 269 people have provided feedback.
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